Visual design – Lanczos-based methods for matrix functions
While mathematicians frequently refer to the aesthetic value of mathematical
ideas, there is a comparative lack of emphasis on the aesthetic value of written
mathematics. I find this unfortunate, as it is my belief that visual design can
greatly impact the experience of readers.
A great deal of effort was spent on visual aspects of this thesis. This document
discusses many of the aspects which went into this process.

Plots
Plots were generated with matplotlib’s pgf backend. This allows the text to be
rendered using LuaLaTeX with the same preamble as the thesis document. This
ensures consistency between images and body text. Figures were primarily designed to be viewed in color, but care was taken to ensure they are readable in
greyscale and even in black/white.

Color Palette
The color palette was inspired by the below photo of an intersection in the Nakagyo Ward of Kyoto. The palette was carefully chosen so that the gradations in
luminosity are roughly uniform and sufficiently distinct, thereby aiding readability in greyscale.
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Typesetting
The document is set on B5 paper which, in my opinion, is the best paper for scientific works. The linewidth is wide enough to provide enough room to accommodate long equations yet narrow enough to avoid the readability issues of A4
and US Letter. The smaller paper size also makes the document more easily accessible on digital devices with smaller screens. Like A series paper, B series paper has nice property that, when divided in half longwise, two pages with equal
aspect ratio to the original page appear. It is a good exercise to determine the
aspect ratio from the aforementioned property.
Typesetting was done with LuaLaTeX, which allows better control over typographic aspects than the more common pdflatex. Throughout Lato is used for
titles and other sans serif text while Vollkorn is used for the body text. Both
typefaces are licensed under the Open Font License. Math is set in Wholegrain
Math, a custom derivative of Vollkorn and TeX Gyre Pagella.

Wholegrain Math
Vollkorn, designed by Friedrich Althausen, has grained a cult following among
typographers interested in an open source serif typeface. The typeface is fairly
well suited for long texts such as a thesis, and each weight of Vollkorn has a large
character set, including Greek and Cyrillic letters and a number of mathematical symbols such as brackets and arrows. Thus, the possibility of use in mathematical documents has long been on my mind.
While I had managed to make a number of ad-hoc solutions work for presentations and small documents, to typeset something as large as a thesis, I knew
a more intentional approach was needed. Fonts such as Latin Modern or TeX
Gyre Pagella, which are commonly used to typeset math, contain additional information use to typeset equations. These include information about about how
mathematical constructions such as fractions and integrals should be typeset,
as well as special instructions for how to construct multiple sizes of brackets,
braces, integrals, fraction bars, square roots, etc. by combining special glyphs
together. It is theoretically possible to add all of the information necessary for
typesetting math equations from scratch, I realized a far easier approach is to
replace glyphs in an existing math font with the desired glyphs from Vollkorn.
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I selected TeX Gyre Pagella as a starting point since the font had similar characteristics (such as cap-height and x-height) to Vollkorn and since many of the
mathematical symbols not present in Vollkorn fit reasonablywell with the glyphs
from Vollkorn. I then began the straightforward but tedious process of replacing glyphs from TeX Gyre Pagella with those from Vollkorn. For each glyph I
took from Vollkorn, this required adjusting accent locations for mathematical
modifiers such as hats and overbars, adjusting the character widths for use in
math (rather than text). Larger and procedurally generated versions of objects
such as brackets, braces, and integrals were manually modified to match the
normal sized ones from Vollkorn. I also added a number of custom glyphs (such
as 𝟙, ℓ, and 𝒪) which did not exist in Vollkorn but whose TeX Gyre Pagella versions (𝟙, ℓ, and 𝒪) were unsuitable.
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